Emulator - Emulator Issues #12148
[Dolphin 5.0-11991, WIi] Missing graphics in the Fishing book, Fishing Resort.
06/13/2020 07:43 AM - MoodyDev

Status:

Working as intended

Priority:

Normal

% Done:

0%

Assignee:
Category:
Target version:
Operating system:

N/A

Relates to
performance:

No

Issue type:

Bug

Easy:

No

Relates to
maintainability:

No

Milestone:
Regression:

No

Regression start:

Relates to usability:

No

Fixed in:

Description
Game Name?
Fishing Resort
Game ID? (right click the game in the game list, Properties, Info tab)
SFVEXJ
MD5 Hash? (right click the game in the game list, Properties, Verify tab, Verify Integrity button)
[Put MD5 Hash here]
What's the problem? Describe what went wrong.
When you open the "Fishing" book inside the briefcase, you are supposed to find blacked out fish, but they are not shown...
What steps will reproduce the problem?
By opening the "Fishing" book inside the player's briefcase.
Is the issue present in the latest development version? For future reference, please also write down the version number of
the latest development version.
5.0-11991
Is the issue present in the latest stable version?
Yes, 5.0
If the issue isn't present in the latest stable version, which is the first broken version? (You can find the first broken version by
bisecting. Windows users can use the tool
https://forums.dolphin-emu.org/Thread-green-notice-development-thread-unofficial-dolphin-bisection-tool-for-finding-broken-builds
and anyone who is building Dolphin on their own can use git bisect.)
[First broken version number here (if applicable)]
If your issue is a graphical issue, please attach screenshots and record a three frame fifolog of the issue if possible.
Screenshots showing what it is supposed to look like from either console or older builds of Dolphin will help too. For more
information on how to use the fifoplayer, please check here: https://wiki.dolphin-emu.org/index.php?title=FifoPlayer
[Attach any fifologs if possible, write a description of fifologs and screenshots here to assist people unfamiliar with the game.]
What are your PC specifications? (CPU, GPU, Operating System, more)
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CPU: Intel Core i3-3210 @3.2 GHz
GPU: GALAX NVIDIA GTX 960 OC
OS: Windows 10
RAM: 8GB
Is there anything else that can help developers narrow down the issue? (e.g. logs, screenshots,
configuration files, savefiles, savestates)

Note: This issue is not present in Dolphin versions under 5.0-568.
History
#1 - 06/13/2020 09:50 AM - JosJuice
The last line of the issue report says that this doesn't happen in versions older than 5.0-568, but earlier it says that the issue happens in 5.0. Which
one of these is true?
#2 - 06/23/2020 10:14 PM - MoodyDev
JosJuice wrote:
The last line of the issue report says that this doesn't happen in versions older than 5.0-568, but earlier it says that the issue happens in 5.0.
Which one of these is true?
Well sorry for this mistake... the first one is true.
#3 - 06/23/2020 10:21 PM - MoodyDev
JosJuice wrote:
The last line of the issue report says that this doesn't happen in versions older than 5.0-568, but earlier it says that the issue happens in 5.0.
Which one of these is true?
Both statements are correct.
#4 - 06/23/2020 10:45 PM - MoodyDev
- File 2020-06-24 00_37_09-Dolphin 4.0.2 _ JIT64 DC _ OGL _ HLE _ FPS_ 30 - VPS_ 60 - 100_.png added
- File 2020-06-24 00_42_14-(1) Fishing Resort Wii 100_ - Episode 1 - the intro and 2 fish - YouTube.png added
Sorry I'm still new here :) I thought the edit button just edits the post :D
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So, actually the issue is persistent even in 4.0.9507...
So the last statement in the bug report above is incorrect, sorry :(
So there are pictures that may help.
First one is how the book looks in Dolphin 4.0.2.
Second one is how it looks on the Wii console.
(Second screenshot taken from: Epiphany GiGi Gaming, video link: https://youtu.be/wWXKBGg1v84?t=1556)
#5 - 06/24/2020 01:18 AM - JMC4789
Does the effect work in Dolphin's software renderer?
#6 - 06/24/2020 04:13 AM - MoodyDev
- File 2020-06-24 06_11_17-Window.png added
Yes it works using Dolphin 5.0-11991 Software Renderer.
#7 - 06/24/2020 04:23 AM - MoodyDev
Yes it works using Dolphin 5.0-11991 Software Renderer.
EDIT: I tried all backends and the issue is reproduced, except Software Renderer, the issue is not present.
#8 - 06/24/2020 04:23 AM - JMC4789
- Status changed from New to Accepted
Perfect, please use the fifoplayer and record a fifolog with 3 frames displaying the issue.
#9 - 06/24/2020 04:28 AM - MoodyDev
- File fishingresortissuereport.dff added
Here you go
#10 - 06/24/2020 04:39 AM - MoodyDev
MoodyDev wrote:
Here you go
EDIT: I cannot see any fish in FIFO player
#11 - 06/24/2020 04:41 AM - JMC4789
Hmmmmmmmmmmm. That's a problem. That does narrow it down a bit though. Can you try messing with all of the EFB copies in Hacks/Advanced
to see if something fixes it?
You may need to change the setting much ahead of time depending on where it would take the copy.
#12 - 06/24/2020 04:43 AM - iwubcode
MoodyDev wrote:
MoodyDev wrote:
Here you go
EDIT: I cannot see any fish in FIFO player
If you can post a save file, that'd be helpful. (if none of the EFB settings work like JMC mentions)
#13 - 06/24/2020 04:57 AM - MoodyDev
- File 2020-06-24 06_53_11-Window.png added
- File 2020-06-24 06_55_55-Dolphin 5.0-11991 _ JIT64 DC _ OpenGL _ HLE _ FPS_ 28 - VPS_ 56 - 94_ _ Fishing .png added
So I got it working by unchecking "Store EFB Copies to Texture Only"
#14 - 06/24/2020 05:04 AM - iwubcode
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MoodyDev wrote:
So I got it working by unchecking "Store EFB Copies to Texture Only"
Thanks. I updated the wiki with this information
#15 - 10/25/2022 10:46 PM - JMC4789
- Status changed from Accepted to Working as intended
Wiki is updated. We probably don't want EFB2RAM on by default for performance reasons if this is non-essential.
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